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CHAPTER I 

The Purposes and Needs of an 

Optimum Guidance Program 

!h! Eroblem defined.-..One of the most pertinent questions in 

the field of education today involves what guidance services should 

provide for high school students. There seems to be a lack of 

knowledge as to just how much value the various guidance services 

can provide. It is extremely difficult to measure the results of 

any type of guidance services. 

Descz:iption .2! the study.--This paper will deal with those 

guidance services found to be most acceptable by specialists in 

the field. With this in mind an attempt will be made to emphasize 

the best guidance services that can be attained, and the way in 

'Which this can be done. 

The process of developing an optimum guidance program involves 

several necessary factors for consideration. Tlhese basic needs will 

be approached from the view that an optimum program should involve 

what should be done, and not what is usually done. 

Several authorities in this field have pointed out that a 

guidance program should be developed around the particular needs 

and goals of the school. Too often this formula. has not been 

followed. As a result some schools have fallen short in providing 

the best possible guidance services. 



The optimum guidance program does not necessarily' limit continued 

development of the program. By learning better methods of providing 

guidance services, schools shou1d caretully evaluate what can logically 

be done to improve the program. Furthermore, the optimum guidance 

program sbou1d not be so precisely organized that it does not permit 

flexibility. 

Purpose of the study .-Tb.is study may serve as a guide to school 

personnel who are seeldng knowledge for the purpose of organizing or 

improving a guidance program. The data involve the ideas and opinions 

of several. outstanding guidance specialists. The information will deal 

with the best procedure in determining the guidance services that should 

be included in an optimum guidance program for secondary students. 

2 



Chapter II 

RESR>NSIBILITY FOR THE PROORAM 

The organization ot guidance services include the responsibility 

of' providing the services most f'avorable to meet student needs. This 

may be initiated by the entire faculty with the desire to provide 

students with the best possible help of' which they are capable. 

Ordinarily, this beginning process is stimulated by the school 

administration. 

The factors involved in organizing the best type of program my 

be determined by observing what practices have been effective in other 

schools. Although this procedure will not necessarily give all of 

the answers, the school should be willing to plan and build the 

program around its own particular situation with optimum services 

as the goal. This may be partly accomplished by studying the needs 

of individual pupils, and by faculty conferences which allow teachers 

to make comments and suggestions. 

The leadership and support of the school 
ad:adnistrator is essential to the success of 
the guidance services. Furthermore, this 
leadership carmot be entirely delegated to a 
subordinate. While much of the responsibility 
for coordination and efficient operation of 
guidance activities may be ass~ned to staff 
members, the adminj strator must assume the 
responsibility for providing facilities, 
allowing time for counseling, encouraging 
teachers to contribute data, improving staff 
lmowledge and techniques through in-service 
training, and soliciting the support of parents 
and of community agencies. A school's guidance 
program is more than policy making and organiza
tional designing. To be eff'ecti ve the program 



must be an integral part of the educative process 
reflected in teacher attitude, philosophy, apprecia
tion and understanding.l 

Organizing the :e,rog]."8.:!!!··-In organizing the program we must answer 

these questions; what should be done and what can be done? We can 

find out what should be done by observing the school problems. Then 

we should tackle those which require immediate attention first. In 

doing this we must set up objectives which are attainable. An effec-

tive program is one which does not carry too much of an initial load, 

that is, it does not undertake all of the problems at the beginning, 

but starts gradually. 

Unifying ~ program.--The eventual outcome will be to gather 

all the guidance materials, techniques and services into a un:ii"ied 

program. 

A guidance program may be a great success in 
one school but become mediocre when transplanted to 
another school situation. The success of a guidance 
program depends upon many factors, including faculty 
personnel, student needs, physical facilities, com
munity acceptance, and the like. It would seem 
reasonable, therefore, to consider these factors 
when organizing a guidance program for a given 
school or school system. A guidance program, to 
be effective, should be tailored to fit the local 
situation. Good ideas should be secured £rom many 
sources but they should be incorporated in the local 
organization only after careful analysis of their 
suitability.Z-

1. Dean c. Andrew and Roy DeVerl Willey, Administration and 
Or~anization £f ~ Gui~~ Prosr3f!l (New York: Harper and Brothers, 
19 8}, P• 83. 

2. Emery Stoops and Gunnar Wahlquist, Principles and Practices 
_!!!Guidance (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1958) 1 p. 221. 
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Fine equipment, adequate budget, unlimited funds for books, 

pamphlets and printing of forms, full-time specialists--all these are 

as naught unless a guidance program starts with the goodwill and 

cooperation of the whole school starr.3 

Those trained in the field of guidance may be classified as 

specialists. It is the direct responsibility of these specialists 

to shoulder the load of directing guidance. This director may be 

identified by several different titles, but the most acceptable is 

that of counselor. 

Counselor gualifications.--Even though there are now established 

certification requirements, it is impossible to legislate attitudes 

am personal characteristics into teachers and others who wish to be 

recognized as qualified counselors. Several organizations and 

individuals have completed studies and made recommendations. One was 

prepared by a committee in cooperation with the U. s. Office of 

Education. This particular committee emphasi~ed the following personal 

qualifications: 

A. scholastic aptitude sufficient for post-graduate work, 
B. interest in working with people, 
c. ability to work with people of varied backgrounds, and 
D. personality factors indicating personal and social 

maturity, including sensitivity to others, tact, poise, 
a sense of humor, a freedom from withdrawing tendencies, 
the ability to profit from mistakes, and the ability to 
take criticism. (Pleasing) personal appearance ••• 
good health, pleasing voi~e, magnetism, and freedom 
from annoying mannerisms. 

3. Susan E. Shannan, "Organizing, Planning and Initiating a 
Guidance Program," American Guidance Program Monographs, Number 2 
(Boston: Research Publishing Company, Inc, 1955), p. 24. -

4. Donald G. Mortensen and Allen Schmuller, Guidance in Today' s 
Schools (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1959), P• 4097 



Undoubtedly a :rew years teaching experience is one wq for a 

guidance worker to gain adequately the desirable background. The 

personal qualifications of a guidance worker should include his 

scholastic ability, his interest in people, and his own personality 

traits. Personal appearance, good health, a pleasing voice, and good 

manners are added qual.ities that counselors should possess and continue 

to develop. 

The counselor must possess and develop skills in observing and 

understanding human behavior. This may include several phases of 

guidance such as emotional, social, vocational, or education problems. 

The cOtlllSelor should receive the preparato1'7 training in the areas of 

psychology, education, sociology, economics, and statistics in order 

to interpret the basic understanding of guidance services. 

Community relationsbips.--In administering guidance services it is 

obvious that the support or the entire community is desirable. Without 

doubt some people will feel that additional money spent for guidance 

services is not justified. 

This is usually indicative of a lack of knowledge with regard to 

the .tu.notions of guidance services. In order to establish the good 

will of the community, steps must be taken to acquaint them with the 

program. This may be done through the students, interested parents, 

teachers, civic organizations, newspapers, and the radio and television • 

.As a result the comunity should feel that they are a part of the 

program. In this way they are less likely to criticize. As a whole 

the community is in back of their young people, therefore, public 

relations should become a continuous process. The school can work 

6 



with the community to improve the services offered to their young 

people. 

The role of the teacher.-..Strengthening guidance services is of -.----
great importance. The teachers should be just as interested in the 

students' as they- are in the subject matter they teach. Although every 

teacher need not become a specialist in guidance services, his famil

iarity- with what services are available is greatly important. The 

knowledge of guidance services should be provided through an in-service 

training program. In this approach the teacher mq learn what can be 

done to help students and the important infiuence they have with each 

student. Although teachers may be too busy to participate in arrr 

given responsibility or the program, they may be able to include 

guidance information in their courses. · 

Teachers often do much more guidance work in their classes than 

they- commonly realize. This was pointed out by a well-known authority

on the subject of guidance services. 

Within the broader meaning of guidance, teachers 
are guidance mrkers. Many times in their own work 
they have duties which overlap with those of the 
counselor and with those of the administrator. This 
does not make the counselors or administrators in 
the full sense of those terms. Teachers make their 
own contributions in the classroom to the guidance 
program. They are part of the same team joining 
administrators and pupil personnel specialists in 
the task of assisting individuals to become increasingly 
mature and productive members of society. Mortensen 
and Scbmuller suggest the following definitive nature 
of teacher participation in the guidance services: 

1. They cooperate with the school 1 s administrator and 
counselor in carrying out those policies which are 
considered essential to the proper development of 
guidance services. 

2. They provide a psychological climate conducive to 
the fullest development of each pupil, thereby 
placing pupils at appropriate develop1nenta1 tasks. 

3. They integrate occupational and educational 
information into their respective subjects. 

7 



4. They study pupils in order to learn and re
cord pertinent facts about interests, aptitudes, 
behavior patterns, goals, values, and socio
econom:Lc status of the family. These under
standings become the basis for providing 
appropriate learning experiences for each pupil. 

5. The7 refer pupils with adjustment and plarming 
problems to the counselor. 

To the above a sixth function should be added: 
The:r should provide continuous practice and experience 
in solving typical life problems, and in ma.king choices 
and decisions based upon collected evidence. In other 
words, they should teach the pupils to learn hOJ" to 
think through problems on their own initiative.5 

In order to advance the guidance program the support of the 

administration and teaching staff is needed. With the school the;r 

need at least one specialist to direct the program and the coopera-

tion o.t administration and faculty. A specialist should be able to 

proT.i.de the optimum guidance services for all students. In order 

to stimulate cooperation, the specialist should take the initative 

in directing the program. Too much administrative interference 

should be avoided. 

Counselor responsibilities.-Continuous efforts to improve the 

services should also be kept in mind. The guidance specialist, 

whether serving f"ulJ. or part time, is responsible for making the 

guidance program sufficiently flexible and adaptable to meet most 

of the problems of the local situation. The .f'ollov.Lng includes 

definite responsibilities to be assumed by the specialists: 

l. Counseling individuals 
a. Helping individuals to understand their own 

personal assets, liabilities, and opportunities. 
b. Aiding individuals to develop worthwhile persona1 

objectives and to make and ca.rry out plans for 
their achievement. 

S. Ibid., PP• 51-52. 
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c. Helping individuals to work out solutions 
for their personal, social, educational, 
and vocational problems. 

2. Assisting teachers 
a. Helping teachers to secure information about 

individuals which 1d.ll be of assistance in 
planning and conducting class work. 

b. Assisting teachers in the use of tests and 
appraisal techniques. 

c. Assisting teachers who are responsible .for 
group guidance activities in planning and 
conducting such activities. 

d. Assisting teachers to secure and interpret 
guidance materials suitable for use in 
various class situations. 

e. Working with teachers in the solution of 
problems involving individual pupils. 

3. Contributing toward the general program of the school 
a. Providing leadership in the planning and 

conducting of certain activities. 
b. Participating actively in the school's 

curriculum development. 
c. Bringing to the attention of the school 

staff effective mental h,-giene teclmiques 
and procedures. 

d. Participating in and contributing to the 
school's in-service training program for 
guidance. 

4. Assisting the school in world.ng closely with the 
community 
a. Acting as a liaison agent between the school 

and the conmnmity- in mald.ng available to 
students and teachers all community services 
and resources. 

b. Consulting with parents concerning the 
problems of individual children and youth. 

c. Interpreting the school' s program, particularly 
the guidance program, to community groups and 
individual citizens. 

S. Performing necessary administrative duties.6 

6. ~., PP• 52-52. 

9 



In providing guidance services a look toward the future is 

desirable in promoting the best type of program. Guidance workers 

should be concerned about providing more than just minimmn services. 

They should attempt to utilize the best tests, tools, and techniques 

available. Futhermore, guidance workers should be constantly striving 

to improve themselves, particularly in their lmowledge of guidance 

services. 

10 



CHAPTER III 

PROVIDING TESTING SERVICES 

Tests are fundamental to the success of optimum guidance services. 

It is through the use of tests that facts about students are obtained. 

Although this method is only one of several sources of information, it 

is the most accurate and time-saving. The use of tests may be regarded 

as a tool in providing optimum guidance services. 

Functions .2! tests.--Testing in its relationship to guidance has 

a dual function: 

1. The analysis of the individual to determine 
his abilities and limitations; and 

2. The prediction of his probable capacity for 
learning and training in a specific field with 
consideration of his probable success upon 
completion of training.7 

Use of tests.--With the above functions in mind attention should --
be directed toward proper use of tests given. Too often tests are 

given with little effort to actually make use of them. Prior to 

administering tests, clear-cut objectives should be established to 

determine the type of information desired. When problems may be 

peculiar to an entire group of students, a group test should be given. 

In the event a student has a particular problem, an individual test 

should be used. A testing program should be used for: 

A. Classroom functions 

1. Grouping pupils for instruction within a class. 
2. Guiding the planning of activities for specific 

individual pupils 

7. Robert E. Carey, "Testing for Guidance Services,n American 
Guidance Program Monographs, Number 10 (Boston: Research Publishing 
Company, Inc., 19S3), P• 6. -



3. Identifying pupils who need special 
diagnostic study and remedial instruction. 

4. Evaluating discrepancies between potentiality 
and achievement. 

5. Assigning course grades. 

B. Guidance f'unc tions 

1. Reporting progress to parents. 
2., Building realistic self-pictures. 
3. Helping the pupil with immediate choices. 
4. Helping the pupil set educational and vocational 

goals. 
5. Improving understanding of problem cases. 

c. Administering Administrative functions 

l. Forming and assigning to classroom groups. 
2. Placing students transferred from other schools. 
3. Helping determine eligibility for special groups. 
4. Helping determine which pupils are to be promoted. 
5. Evaluating curricula, curricular emphases, and 

curricular experiments. 
6. Evaluating teachers. 
7. Evaluating the school as a unit. 
8. Improving public relations. 
9. Providing information for outside agencies.a 

To provide effective counseling services it is necessary that the 

counselor acquaint himself with the individual. This shou1d include 

the individual's characteristics and potentialities. Consequently, a 

counselor must be able to determine what type or types of tests can 

best serve to identify the problem. Results of tests should be studied 

and used to help in guiding students as they progress in school. One 

part of the testing program is to provide information about all students 

such as: general scholastic ability, level of achievement, special 

aptitudes, and specific interests. In addition, tests should be provided 

to help individual students solve specific problems. 

8. Mortensen, Op. Git., PP• 201-02. 



Tn>es _2! tests.--Although guidance specialists have drawn no 

conclusions on mat can be considered an adequate testing program, one 

13 

specialist has included the following tests as having an important place: 

1. Scholastic aptitude tests. 
2. Special aptitude tests. 
3. Achievement tests • 
.4. The interest inventory. 
S. Personality inventories. 
6. Student problems inventory.9 

One simple question maybe asked about testing, that is, what is 

a test? One authority, Erickson,10 states that a test is an objective, 

organized, and statistically refined, instrument or method to measure 

some specific skill, behavior, or set of characteristics, under 

standardized conditions. 

With this in mind tests can be valuable in collecting the intor-

mation desired. The proper interpretation of tests given is of great 

importance. Most tests are constructed for the purpose of group 

prediction. As a result it is unwise to rely upon them too heavily 

for individual prediction. Trained guidance wrkers should receive 

specialized training in test administration and interpretation. 

Considering tests by themselves little is to be gained in meaning 

or value. It is by supplementing tests with other information that 

optimmn services can be realized. A test is not designed to make a 

decision. Proper attention should then be given to the individual's 

home environment, his ability, his study habits, his motivations, and 

other pertinent data. 

9. Edgar L. Harden, How !2, Organize ~ Guidance Pro~ram 
(Chicago: Science Research-XSsociates, Inc., 1956), pp. 20- 2. 

10. Clifford E. Erickson, A Basic Text For Guidance Workers 
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,-1947), p:-Iia:-



~ seleetion.-..Several factors involved in the wise selection o.t 

tests include the following: 

'When it comes to test, what questions should be 
asked? Content. Do test items related to the curriculum 
remain consistent with educations objectives, and are 
they appropriate for pupils? Comparability !!J. Forms. 
Do interchangeable forms exist at each lewl, with a 
single set of accessories, instructions and norms? 
Norms. Are the norms based on nation-wide standard
ization to the population selected and controlled in 
terms ot educational characteristics, age, grade, 
intelligence, and geographic location? Integration. 
Can tests be fitted with companion instruments into 
comprehensive evaluation programs? Interpretation. 
Can test results be easily expressed in meaningful, 
useful forms, with pupil profiles, diagnostic analyses,· 
etc.? Administration. Do tests have clear illustra
tions and type with simple, complete illustrations for 
administration and scoring?ll 

Information .1,c? pupils .--One highly controversial question is the 

timely question of informing students as to how they did on the tests. 

Students should know their test results and in this way they may be 

better able to gain insight as to their ability and potential ability. 

To provide optimum guidance service some definite approach must be 

initiated to determine test interpretation. A good approach to 

decide how mu.eh and what information to give the pupil includes the 

follow.Lng: 

ll. Mortensen, Op. Cit., p. 185. 



1. only' the counselor shou1d supply student w.t th 
test results; 

2. information should be precise; 
3. information shou1d be given only if the pupils 

can interpret it; 
h. pupils should be ready- for test results; 
5• pupils shou1d be willing.to use tests results; and 
6. the pupil should be able to take action on the 

information which tests give him.12· 

Scheduling ~ tests.-A pertinent question in providing guidance 

services is that of'-how mu.eh testing should be done? Various autho

rities have indicated the types of tests to be given, however, few of 

them have actually stated the exact test to give, or the grade level. 

Rather than stumble in the process of establishing a planned testing 

program, it is advisable to determine what can be done to provide an 

optimum testing program. It is obvious that all types of tests could 

not be given at the beginning of the school year. Steps should be 

taken to see that some type of systematic schedu1e is carried out each 

year. Only in this way can the use of tests be significant in provid-

ing optimum guidance services. 

A schedule such as the one following may serve as a guide for this 

purpose: 
RECOMMENDED TESTING PROGRAM 

Intelligence Tests: Grade 9-Terman McHemar 'J.'MA 
Grade 11--0tis Self-Administering TMA 

Reading Tests: Grade 9 and 11--SRA Reading Record 
Grade 10 and 12--Gates Reading Survey 

Problem Check Lists: Grades 9 and 11--SRA Youth Inventory 
or Bell Adjustment Inventory 
Grades 10 and 12--Mooney Problem Check 
List 

Interest Tests: Grade 9--Interest Index 
Grades 10 and 12--Kuder Preference Record 
Grades 11--Cleeton Interest Inventory 

Achievement Tests: Grade 11-Cooperative test of Contem
porary Affairs 
Grade 12--Cooperative English Tests. 

12. Carey, .22! _2lli, p. 6. 



'Where current tests exist, each teacher should be 
encouraged to administer an achievement test in each 
class annual.ly or at least eveey two years &§ a check 
on course content and to motivate students.lJ 

It is to be pointed out here that there are many other tests and 

test programs and that this is only one recommended program. The 

testing program should be set up by the individual school to meet 

their own needs and this recommended program might be used it no 

other program is available. 

13. George E. Wilkinson,, "Maximum Testing Program Required, n 
(Macomb, 1955), P• 4. (Mineographed) 



CHAPTER IV 

PROVIDING INDIVIDUAL OOUNSELING SERVICES 

Types.!! problems.-There are numerous kinds of problems that 

concern high school students. These problems usualq involve one or 

more of the following types: educational, vocational, social, and 

emotional. As a result these problems are quite often regarded as 

personal problems. Some 1118.7 involve a high degree of confidence 

whereas others may be conunon with several students. Consequentq, 

some types of problems may be partially helped in providing group 

guidance services. These would include educational, vocational and 

social problems which will be dealt with in the following chapter. 

In some cases a personal problem may af'f'ect one or the other of' 

the above mentioned types of problems. In this case one problem would 

be interrelated to another. This results in the fact that both indivi-

dual and group services need to be provided to ef'fectiveq help students 

and to provide services for an optimum guidance program. 

In this chapter an ettort will be made to establish the need tor 

individual counseling services. This will include the best procedure 

to be followed as well as the dynamic aspects involved in the whole 

guidance program. 

Classifying Eersonal problems.--Among research workers an attempt 

to classif)" personal problems has been made. From studies by Humphreys 

and Traxler,14 the following personal problems have been classified as 

most common: 

14. J • .Anthony Humphreys and Arthur E. Traxler, Guidance Services 
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., l9S4), pp. 347-48. 



1. Problems related to physical health and constitutional 
development. 

2. Problems related to social relationships (nature and extent 
of participation in social, civic, and recreational activ
ities; likes and dislikes for other people; degree of har
mony in social relationships; personal satisfaction obtained). 

3. Problems related to emotional behavior (general emotional 
tones and actions in various situations; freedom from mental 
fears; mental and emotional self-sufficiency; feeling of 
self-confidence and self-reliance). 

4. Problems related to home and family relationships (attit'Uties 
toward parents, brothers, sisters, or other relatives living 
in the home). 

5. Problems related to sex, dating, courtship, and marriage. 

6. Problems related to finances. 

7. Problems related to ideals, morals, and religion • 

lB 

.!!!,! .2f cumulative records.-Knowing and understanding the individual 

is of primary importance in providing counseling services. To develop 

and maintain an optimum guidance program, a system nmst be devised to 

gather accurate and reliable information. Since most schools maintain 

some type of a record system, it would be wise to determine if it is 

providing sufficient information for counseling services. To establish 

a relatively quick method of knowing students, records can be valuable 

and time-saving. Quite often this record folder is known as a cumulative 

record. The uses of cumulative records may serve several purposes, but 

for guidance services the followi.ng should be kept in mind: 

The cumulative record brings together and collates all 
the information which the school has about each individual 
pupil. It is the strategic organizational device in the 
whole guidance program. 

Equally important, the cumulative record is the main 
technique for the education of the faculty in the point 



of view and the procedures of guidance. It should be 
accessible to the entire faculty- of the school. If a 
principal or a counselor has information about a pupil 
that is too confidential to be made available to the 
entire staff, that information should be ~Sorded in a 
separate place or not written down at all. 

Information about the student.--Th.e next step would include the --------- - ---
evaluation of data in the cumulative record to determine what can be 

done to help the indi viduaJ.. Any of the data that would help to 

understand the behavior of the individual wuld be help£ul as well as 

other general information. Therefore, it is necessary to analy-ze snd 

appraise data in an accurate and logical manner. All types of informa

tion are neither valid or reliable, nor do they provide enough informa

tion to form conclusions. Definite conclusions mu.St be postponed until 

further information is gained about the indiv.tdual. 

Obviously the question of utilizing student informational data 

involves--what you need to know. Ideally, a complete and comprehensive 

record about the student would contain the following: 

l. Home and social background. 
2. The school history and record of classwork. 
3. Growth and success in different fields of study. 
4. Academic aptitudes. 
S. Health. 
6. Educational and vocational interests. 
7. Special aptitudes. 
8. Personality-. 
9. Plans for the fut~EJ· 

10. Personal. problems.lb 
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Analysis of the individual is a dual process. It involves collecting 

facts and interpreting or understanding them. A concem for the reasons 

lS. Arthur E. Traxler, "How to Use Cumulative Records, n The Manual 
for the SRA Cmmlative Record for Junior am Senior !!i!! Schools(Chicago: 
~cieii'Ce l;Search Associates, Inc., 1947), p. 12. 

16. Barden,~ .£!.h,1 pp. 17-18. 



for an individual's behavior is one of the basic requirements for 

individual counseling. By helping the individual to imderstand him

self better, he may be in a better position to solve f'uture problems. 

This also helps teachers, counselors, and others to be of greater 

assistance in meeting the .individual needs of students. 

Obtaining further information about the student may be gained 

through various tests as discussed in the previous chapter. Non

testing techniques for studying individual. students must be considered 

too. Tests do not give all the information desired, therefore, 

supplementary techniques should be initiated and utilized. Counselors 

can best judge students on the basis of a combination of objective 

and subjective evidence. .Assuming a counselor possesses both training 

and 4Dperience, it is safe to assume that he is capable of evaluating 

the data necessary for individual counseling. 

20 

Purpose .2! individual.--The most effective device in helping 

students with problems is the interviewing process. '-"'o begin with, a 

counselor should study what inf'ormation he has already gained about the 

student. This may be followed by an individual interview 'With the 

student. ~e first step in the interview is the process of establish

ing rapport which will permit mutual understanding between the individual 

am the counselor. 

By using the non-directive method the counselor can bring to light 

facts about the personality of the individual which may be bothering 

him. If properly conducted, the interview can be most valuable. A 

technique in learning what is needed to lmow is understanding student 

problems. As a result the process of helping the individual. student 
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has begun. Several ways of getting information about the individual 

student includes the following: 

1. Anecdotal Records. 
2. Autobiography. 
3. Diary. 
4. Rating Scales. 
5. Questionnaires. 
6. Informational Interview• 
7. Sociometric Techniques.17 

The purpose of .individual counseling services must be kept in m:i.m. 

It is the aim of the counselor to do as much as possible in helping 

individuals solve their problems. Usually the counselor is able to 

assist the student directJ.y, but in some cases referral to another 

person is necessary. The establishing of rapport permits the counselor 

to make suggestions that could not be made by a stranger. Many times 

a counselor can provide assistance to the student. He may provide 

in.formation about occupations, vocational aptitudes, remedial reading, 

speech therapy, and other types of information. The counselor :must 

realize his own limits and his own capabilities for providing individual 

services. Consequently, he should be familiar with other sources of 

in.formation for ~ich referral can be made. 

The objective in providing individual counseling is to help 

students achieve optimum success and satisfaction. As a result 

the counselor serves to help the individual choose goals and solve 

problems that he is potentially capable of doing. By promotion ot 

the best counseling services an optimum guidance program is partly 

attained. 

17. Andrew and Willey, .21?.! Cit., pp. 1.53-57. 



CHAPTER V 

PROVWING GROUP GUIDANCE SERVICES 

Services ~ activities.--Group activities are the most effective 

means of providing the incidental services necessary £or the success

f'ul. operation of a guidance program. If the instructional staff does 

not prov:Ld.e these services, it should be assumed by the guidance 

program. One oi' these basic services is that of orientation. By 

various techniques mu.eh can be done to acquaint the new student with 

his school. The purpose is to help each student understand and feel 

at home in the new school situation. This may apply to students new 

in the commanity or to those who have transferred from the elementary 

school to the high school. A program of this type helps students meet 

adjustment before minor problems can become major ones. 

Group guidance services usually include activities which are 

somewhat common to all students. This may range from discussing 

study habits to social etiquette. These group guidance services may 

be provided for by the instructional staff under the direction of 

the guidance counselor or director. One commonly acceptable procedure 

is that of providing homeroom assignments. In this way students become 

acquainted well enough with one teacher who can select and determine 

which ones of his group can profit from individual counseling. The 

homeroom teacher would then coordinate with the guidance counselor 

and set up an appointment along with giving information about the 

student. 



Of all possible terms, that of •group guidance' 
is by far the best. 'Group guidance' has the greatest 
specificity or meaning, and it is most widely accepted 
by workers and writers in the field. Moreover 1 it is 
most widely preferred to the term 1 group work' because 
the latter refers to work other than that dealing with 
guidance matters.18 

It should also be noted here that group guidance must be distinguish

ed from group therapy. Group therapy is that phase which deals with the 

emotions of the individuals under treatment and is an entirely different 

field from that of group guidance. 

Some general principles governing group guidance, as applied to 

the instructive group-approach, -were developed by the National Associa

tion of Guidance Supervisors and Counselor Trainers at their 1957 work

shop which was held in Detroit. Following is a summary of their 

conclusions: 

1. Group-guidance procedures are only a part of 
the whole guidance program. 

2. An effective group procedure is based on felt 
needs of students. 

3. Group guidance utilized the fact that peers 
influence one another. 

4. Group-guidance procedures should be characterized 
by a permissive atmosphere, as far as possible. 

S. Group-guidance procedures should follow carefully 
val.idated research data on child growth and development. 

6. Group-guidance procedures share the responsibility 
for providing coll'llllon elements of environment for 
the group. 

7. Group-guidance procedures require careful preparation 
on the part of any individual.a assigned responsibility 
tor them. 

8. Counseling and inter-personal. influence tae mutually 
important to the group-guidance program. 

18. Humphreys and Traxler, 2E.:, .£!'h.1 p. 185. 

19. Mortensen, ,22: Git., PP• 296-97. 
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The question may arise as to the importance given to group 

guidance. One authority gives several examples for the significant 

values resulting from this type of program, they are: 

l. Group guidance is efficient. 
2. Group guidance multiplies contacts with students. 
3. Group guidance offers students the opportunity to 

discuss common problems. · 
lt.. Group guidance helps improve students• a~itudes. 
S. Group guidance aids the normal students. 

Homeroom.--one approach to group guidance is through the use of 

homeroom teachers and counselors. The homeroom teacher can be a Ve'f!Y 

helpful individual.in the optimum guidance program. A teacher-eounselor 

can help the individual directly or can refer the individual to someone 

who can be of help. In terms of favorable outcomes the following. should 

be kept in mind: . 

!he aim of counseling is self-realization for a 
·social. purpose. This involves helping the individual 
to understand what he can do and what he should do, to 
strengthen his best qualities, to handle his difficulties 
rationally, to find suitable channels for emotions, and 
to move toward his more acceptable self.21 

. The use of tests may be veey helpful in providing group guidance 

services. This information has been mentioned previously, however, 

emphasis should be placed upon the fact that much of the group testing 

can be done within the homeroom group. For example, use of a question-
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naire may be helpfu1 in identifying students problems. One that is 

acceptable is the "Mooney Problem Check0 which classifies the various types 

of problems. The use of this questiormaire when administered to an entire 

20. Humphreys and Traxler, 21?! ~' PP• 187-88. 

21. Ruth Strang, Counseling Technics In Colle~e and Secondary 
School (New York: Harper and'. Brothers, l94'9Y, p. l • - -



group may be followed later by an individual. interview or perhaps in a 

group situation if the problem is common to the group. 

Occupational~ educational.--It is fUndanental to the optimum 

guidance program that provisions be made for providing occupational and 

educational. information. This may be stimulated by activities centering 

around the homeroom situation. These activities should include films 

that are concerned with occupations, pamphlets, handbooks, field trips, 

and class discussions. It is worth-while to consider the need for a 

course in occupations. The various specialists in guidance have 

generally indicated that the ninth grade is the proper time and place 

for such a course. This would be .followed by helpful assistance for 

each student to investigate and make definite plans for an occupation 

by the time of graduation. Therefore, attention should be given on 

an individual basis as well as on a group basis. 

There has been increased acceptance for the inclusion of occupa

tion courses in secondary schools. Some of the concepts involved in 

planning for this type of service includes the follow.ing: 

Courses in occupations should be taught by 
certified counselors, who should appraise and 
counsel the students they teach. Self-appraisal 
should be combined with the study of occupations. 
Provision should be made for drop-outs as well as 
graduates. Employment opportunities in the local 
community should receive considerable attention. 
Teaching methods should include follow-ups of 
contacts with workers in various occupations. 
Course content should include the problems of 
finding a job, and essential information about 
labor legislation.22 

22. Nancy D. Stevens and Robert Hoppock, "High School Courses in 
Occupations,• The Personnel~ ~dan~~ Journal, IXllV, (December, 19.5.5), 
P• 212. 



Supplying youth with adequate educational and occupational 

information should be one of the basic functions of the optimmn 

guidance program. It is generally agreed among guidance workers 

that all students can profit from educational and vocational 

information. With this in mind, the utmost effort can be made to 

help the so called normal students as well as those with specific 

problems. 

Social !dJustments -eroblems.--It is necessary that attention be 

given to help students with their social problems. This may be 

included in group guidance service since many high school students 

may have the same or similar problems. Types of problems in the 

area o:r social adjustment about which youth are most concerned are 

these: 

1. How best to get along with boy or girl :friends. 
2. How to feel socially accepted. 
3. How best to entertain. 
h. How best to choose friends. 
S. Bow best to get information and make decisions 

about love and marriage. 
6. Bow to secure facilities for recreation. 
1. How to dress. 
8. How to acquire social ease. 
9. How often to have dates; 2'When to get home. 

10. How best to meet people. 3 

'l'he discussion method is one approach to helping students meet 

these t;ypes o:f social adjustments. Other methods would include 

films and pamphlets related to these topics. In some cases the 

person in charge of a group may find it best to talk to the student 

individually or refer him to the high school counselor. 

Principles of group guidance.--Group guidance can be thought of as 

essential to the welfare of the students and to the benefit of the 

23. Wilson Little and A. L. Chapman, Developmental Guidance in 
Second8£Z School (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1953) ,-
PP• 12-13. 
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teachers in their relationship to them. One authority points out that 

the key principle involved in group guidance includes the following: 

1. Group guidance should have motives, purposes and 
points of view that are the same or similar to 
those of individual guidance. 

2. Group guidance should be regarded as a supplement 
to counseling1 and as a substitute for it. 

3. In group guidance, the leader should be on the 
alert for means of encouraging certain members, 
of the group to seek individual counseling assistance. 

4. In group guidance, the students constituting the 
group should be relatively homogeneous in certain 
respects. 

S. In group guidance, the teacher-counselor should 
introduce a unit or project at the time that seems 
most appropriate for his students. 

6. Group guidance· should be given the importance that 
it deserves in the school's total educational program. 

7. In planning group guidance, the administrative head 
of the school should allocate an adequate amount of 
time and a desirable time of day for this type of 
education. 

8. In group guidance, the administrative head of the 
school should provide adequate educational materials 
and devices, and sufficient physical facilities tor 
group work. 

9. The teachers or other staff members responsible 

10. 

for group work in guidance should be thoroughly
qualified for this type of work. 
Group guidance should be considered_p.s one means by 
but not the only means of guidance.24 

One of the most vital points conceming group guidance is that an 

attempt has been made to help students solve their problems. Although 

all students will not be helped to the same degree, it may stimulate 

the individual to appraise his ability, personality, and behavior. 

This may give him the attitude often considered necessary for individual 

counseling. The effectiveness of group guidance can hardly be measured 

in terms of the group. Consequently, no attempt will be made in this 

study to deal with a follow-up program to determine the effectiveness 

ot group guidance services. 

24. Humphreys and Traxler, .2.£!. .£lli1 p. 18.5. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY 

The various guidance services are many in number and from that 

group the ones discussed in this paper have been selected in relation 

to planning and organizing an optimum guidance program. The services 

that have been discussed are those considered important by workers in 

the guidance field. 

Guidance as a responsibility for the teachers and administrator 

presents many difficulties. As a result, it is desirable to employ 

a trained specialist in the field or guidance. It is the responsibility 

ot this specialist to integrate guidance services with the curriculum. 

Consequently, it is necessary that definite procedures be followed in 

providing optimum guidance services. 

The results of' this study indicated that a course of action should 

be followed to fulfill the purposes and objectives involved in providing 

optimum guidance services. The following items have been selected as 

those which serve to identify the principles involved: 

(1) The administration should give support to the program. 

(2) The specialist who is responsible for guidance services 

should provide leadership in coordinating as well as performing specific 

guidance duties. 

(3) Qualified guidance personnel must serve as the basis for all 

organizing and administering the services. 

(4) The guidance program and the curriculum must supplement each 

other. 

(5) It is necessary to select the services that are considered the 

most important for student needs. 



(6) A planned testing program must be initiated to provide 

necessary information about students. 

(7) The time for counseling must be planned and organized as 

well as limited. 

(8) An adequate cumulative record for each student is necessary. 

(9) Counseling must be thought of as the basis for meeting 

individual needs of students. 

( 10) Counselors must provide individual counseling to be able to 

help students in solving their own problems. This would particularly 

apply- to problems of emotional adjustment. 

(11) Referral of students must be made by teachers and the 

administrator. 

(12) Group guidance must reach all students and provide oppor

tunities for student growth. This should include vocational, 

educational, and social growth. 

(13) Group guidance should not be an end in itself', but should 

supplement individual counseling. 

29 

(14) Appraisal of the guidance services should be made periodically. 

In this way methods for improvement may be realized to accomplish the 

purpose of providing optimum guidance services. 

The success or failure of a particular organizational plan will 

depend very definitely upon faculty recognition of the need for 

guidance services in their school. The classroom teacher's coopera

tion is the indispensable link in the administration or guidance. 

Probably the classroom teacher does the greatest amount of guidance 

because of his guiding infiuence upon the students with whom he 

contacts every day in regular classroom work. 



Guidance programs in the past have tended to neglect the role of 

the teacher. However it has now become evident that specialists alone 

cannot operate the guidance program in the school. It is the teacher 

"Who arranges the subject matter, directs the course of learning, and 

interprets the goals which have been set up for him. Therefore, it 

is necessary under an optimum guidance program to have the cooperation 

of the public, parents, administrators and board, teachers and the 

trained specialists to make the program of guidance a success. 
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